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ABSTRACT 
 

Electronic health (e-health) document framework is a new usage which provides more comfort in healthcare. The 

protection shield and safety of the sensitive private document is the important matter for the users, these factors 

major concerns for further evolution of the framework. The searchable encryption (SE) idea is an invention to 

merge protection shield protection and kindly operation works form which an important portion in the e-health 

document architecture. In our current system, a new cryptographic rudimentary name is conjunctive keyword 

search look with designated tester and timing empowered proxy re-encryption function (RedtPECK),this scheme is 

based on time and tester–dependent identifiable encryption strategy. Such strategy delegate patients protocols to 

access the document in limited time count. which are located in local area and remote area. The time span duration 

for delegate to search the E-health document and decrypt the delegators E-health document can be identified. once 

the time span for accessing record is defined or set, the delegate or patient or user who provided the authority can 

directly access the data. Our scheme supports for assuming keyword attack, hence only authority tester is able to 

check the possible keywords. 

 

 

Keyword : - Searchable Encryption; Time Control;Conjunctive keywords Indices; Designated Tester; E-health,Offline 

Assume Keyword Attack

 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

E-Healthcare organizations (E-HCOs)  supply  new and improved patient care credentials  while at a time limiting  

healthcare expense increases. IT application plays a important role in the area of health and patient care.  with cloud 

computing slowly beginning  and supports such  application in order to provide security, privacy, reliability 

,robustness confidentiality these is important benefits for the exploiting of cloud computing as portion of E- 

Healthcare IT (E-HIT), and privacy, integration and information  portability. E-Health care document could be 

vulnerable if the server is interrupt or an inside staff misjudge. The serious secure and protected concerns are the 

over form of problems that stands in the way of wide adoption of the framework. Our system shows, without 

decrypting user or client to find on encrypted data using (PEKS), hence it is more securable. 

                                               In the traditional time-release system plenty of your time closure is exemplified in the 

cipher text at the very beginning of the security criteria. It means that all users such as data owner are restricted as 
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soon as period. The attractiveness of the suggested system is that there is no time span limit for the data owner 

because time span data is keep in the re-encryption phase format. Conjunctive Keyword Search with Designated or 

assigned Time span and Testing able Proxy Re-encryption operation for E-healthcare document Clouds, design a  

kind of  searchable encryption strategy helps protective and authorized delegation function and conjunctive index 

word search..our current technique is formally approved protective and authorized against chosen-index word 

chosen-time span attack. Furthermore, off-line assume keyword attacks or vulnerable can be opposed too and 

directly access the delegation right once time span get set assigned by the information owner previously. 

 

 
 2. System Architecture for E-Health Document 
 

Our system model shows conjunctive keyword search scheme with designated tester and timing enabled proxy re-

encryption function (Re-dtPECK) used for the E-health cloud Document system. E-cloud framework show three 

entities data owner who had a authority to file or record of data ,users who want to access the data, and data centre 

where the actual server store the file and using trapdoor who generate the tokens when the user demand for 

particular file from  the data storage centre. 

 

 
 

 
Figure-1:  System Model For E-Health Document 

 

1. Data owner want to keep document or record of  on third party storage system database, 

Now the whole file not store in encrypted form, encrypted for privacy purposes but only keyword get 

encrypted. those file or document put in data storage server, server perform some form operations such as 

insert ,update,delete. 

 

2. Trapdoor use by user who provides his own secure key to access document from the data  server ,from this 

search servers communicate with E-health Document storage ,to check the similarity document and returns 

those record in encrypted form. 

 
 

 Proxy Re-Encryption  Searchable Encryption using Timing Enabled scheme 
 

                         This timing enabled proxy Re-Encryption searchable Encryption scheme highlight  

                         the  implementation of the time span controlled operation. 
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                Fig 2: Timing Enabled Proxy Re-encryption Searchable Encryption Model 

 

 Delegator or (data owner) and Delegate (data user ) communicate via proxy re-encryption server used  for 

E-health document retrieval from EHD storage server. 

 The proxy re-encryption scheme  is used to provide reliable service to data user.heance time seal 

encapsulation technique, provide  a time span and concealed by the secure key of the time span server  to 

access the document or record from the EHD storage server  

 The EHD cloud document server will not return the simirity  Document up to when  the most appropriate 

time period encapsulated in plenty of your time and effort seal accords with plenty of your amount of time 

in the re-encrypted cipher text, which is different from traditional proxy re-encryption SE schemes. 
 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The Mathematical model is shown in figure-2. In this Document Query I is submitted to state p1 where the Global 

Setup is done then it is passed to state p2 where the KeyGenRec done  then in state p3 where the KeyGenSer  is 

done  In  next step P4 KeyGenSerTS is done then in P5 ReKeyGen take place at P6 Trapdoor done then P7 Re-

dtPECK take place and the output is generated in final state O from which file is downloaded ,if file is not match 

within time seal again it move to P1 

 
Figure-2: Mathematical Model of the Proposed System 

 

1.1 Input Parameter(I)  

I = set of Input 

 

I1= It is keyword which is submitted to state p1. 

 
1.2 Functional Parameter(Q) 
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Q=p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7 

where p is functions/process done in EHD system 

p1 =Global Setup algorithm which generate global parameters. 

p2 =   KeyGenRec generate private and public key 

p3 =   KeyGenSer generate private and public key 

 

 

p4 =   KeyGenTS generate private and public key 

p5 =   ReKeyGen generate a re-encryption key and send it to proxy server 

p6=   Trapdoor which generate private key(token) used for matching the keyword  with file keyword stored on  EHD 

storage Server. 

 

 

1.3 Output Parameter(O) 

 

O = where O is an Output parameter. 

O = Result generated if  file downloaded and  key  match within time seal. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS  

In our proposed work  Re-dtPECK technique used  to realize the moment allowed privacy-preserving Keyword 

indices  in  search procedure for the EHD reasoning storage space, which could support the automated delegation 

cancellation. Here Security and protective analysis shows our scheme provide reasonable overhead computation in 

cloud storage applications compared to traditional systems.  this is the first retrievable security plan with the 

moment allowed proxies re-encryption function and the specific specialist for the privacy–preserving EHD 

reasoning record storage space. The solution could ensure the comfort of the EHD and the potential to deal with 

assume keyword  attacks. 
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